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Chapter Objectives Chapter Objectives 

• Understand the E-commerce networking environment and 
id tif  th  i  h d  d ft  tidentify the various hardware and software components

• Identify computer and electronic devices that might contain 
forensic evidence

• Provide examples of forensic evidence that might be obtained 
from the crime/incident scenes

• Understand the hardware and software solutions that address • Understand the hardware and software solutions that address 
network security issues

• See how telephone management software can provide 
i i i  i f iinvestigative information.



Introduction
• This chapter provides an overview of computer, electronic, and communication 

devices used in the world’s Internet. 

• All members of the computer forensics team must understand how the computer or p p
electronic components work and ho they relate to an investigation. 

• Computer system and networking components comprise a significant portion of a 
major organization’s physical assets. These devices, along with their respective 
operating systems and application software, present an enormous opportunity for 
security breaches and illegal activates. 

• The aim of proactive computer networking security measures and countermeasures 
is to limit damage to an organization's assets.

• Intrusion detection and intrusion prevention information cold be critical in computer 
networking investigations. 

• The advent of the client/server environment increases the need for security 
measures to protect these computer resources. 

• Voice communications systems play a major role in the network.



E-Commerce and E-Business Issues
• Computer forensics investigators must understand the infrastructure and components, 

both hardware and software, that are part of the twenty-first century computer and 
electronic environment. 

• There are often requirements for a forensics accountant to testify using evidence 
obtained from a computer that is strictly accounting in nature. 

• E-business (Electronic business) is defined as business that is conducted electronically 
involving the process necessary to support the day-to-day activities

• E-commerce (electronic commerce) refers to a set of technologies, applications, and 
activities that relate to the sales and marketing functions of an organization. 

• Organizations, individuals, and business are linked through computer networking 
systems for the purpose of providing electronic transactions allowing for the exchange 
of goods, services, information, and capital

• Computers and other devices often contain important information, which can be used 
as evidence in legal proceeding, even if the information is not directly related to 
computers. 

• Computing devices can be used as tools in illegal activities, my contain evidence of 
some wrongdoing, or may be a target of some unscrupulous activity. 



Computers and Computer DevicesComputers and Computer Devices
This will be an overview of most computer, network and electronic devices that are used in the industry.
Computer forensic examiners are usually interested in the physical connectivity of these devices.
Cable connectivity between the various devices must be preserved when obtaining and security 
electronic and computer evidenceelectronic and computer evidence.

Computer and electronic evidence consist of data and information with some potential investigative 
value. This evidence is either stored or transmitted by various computer and communication devices. 
Electronic evidence can easily be altered, damaged, or destroyed on these electronic and computing 
devices. 

Computers are generally classified as Mainframe or personal computers.
Another class of computer configurations is called client/server model. 
All these computer devices maintain both the system and applications software that is used to provideAll these computer devices maintain both the system and applications software that is used to provide 
some solution to some problem. 

Clients

Mainframe configuration Client/server environment

Servers



Computer Systemsp y
There is a wide variety of computer system components commonly encountered in crime scenes. We 
will provide a general description of each type of devices, and describe its common use. 

M i fMainframes
A mainframe is a large, high-speed, multiuser, multiprocessing computer, supporting many users 
concurrently. Its configurations include a large memory storage capacity and numerous high-speed 
peripherals. 

Evidence is most commonly found in databases and files that are stored on hard drives and storage 
devices.

Evidence found might reveal illegal or criminal activates such as gambling, pornography, pedophilia, 
fraud espionage or even terrorism A short list of potential evidence targets created by thefraud, espionage, or even terrorism. A short list  of potential evidence targets created by the 
individual users includes:

E-mail files internet bookmarks/favorites
Documents/text files Spreadsheet files
Address books Database files
Mailing lists Audio/video filesMailing lists Audio/video files
Calendars Image/graphics files

Specific information can be retrieved from these systems by using software utility programs of 
having a programmer create a special application for retrieval. 



Computer Systems (cont.)p y ( )
The computer operating system creates and maintains a number of files for managing the system. In 
most cases the individual user is not aware that this data is being accumulated. 
Computer generated files include:p g

History files Configuration files
System logs Print spool files
Temporary files Cookies
Hidden files

Evidence can also be collected from memory relating to data devices and components. Most if this 
information is related to computer system functions; however, it might contain latent evidence. 
Example includes:

Deleted files Reserved areas
Free Space Slack spacep p
Unallocated space Metadata
Bad clusters Software registration information
Hidden partitions System areas
Lost clusters Computer date/time

Computer users can make it difficult for anyone to track their activities. Passwords might be required 
to access files and they might be encrypted or compressed. 
There are numerous opportunities for the cyber-criminal to hide illegal activities. 
Computer forensic examiners and computer professionals would need to be involved in identifying 
this type of evidencethis type of evidence. 



Client Servers/PCs/Laptopsp p
Client/server is a type of distributed computer architecture where end users of PCs (clients) require 
services from designated processors or peripherals (servers)
With the advent of wireless communications, laptop PCs, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and even , p p , p g ( ),
cell phone can access theses computer system from anywhere in the world, given the proper access.

Most computer forensic investigations will be conducted o the personal computer device located in 
business surroundings and in the residences of suspects. Most employees will have access to a desktop 
computer which can hold a considerable amount of latent forensic evidencecomputer, which can hold a considerable amount of latent forensic evidence. 
Forensic evidence might be located on the user’s desktop and on the organization’s server. 

A short list of potential evidence includes:
Documents or text files Image/graphics files
D t b fil A di / id filDatabase files Audio/video files
Spreadsheet files Internet bookmarks/favorites

Desktop computers users can also use logons, passwords, compression, hidden files and encryption of 
their files. 
External disk drives, floppy disks, zip drives, and thumb drives may all contain forensic evidence. 



Personal Computing and Wireless Devicep g
Many people are suing laptop computers, PDAs, and other portable electronic devices to access 
corporate networks and the Internet. Many of these devices also utilize wireless connectivity to access 
mainframe and client/server system. These personal, portable computers are excellent candidates for 
forensic evidence. 

Personal Digital Assistant (PDAs) and Organizers
A PDA is a small electronic handheld device that can include computing, telephone/fax, paging, and 
networking features and network featuresnetworking features and network features. 
These devices are used for handheld computing, information storage, and communications. Significant 
and varied information and data can be retrieved from PDAs. Potential evidence could include the 
following items:

Address book Logon and password
Calendars Telephone bookCalendars Telephone book
Documents Text messages
E-mail Voice messages
Handwriting

Theft of services corporate espionage child pornography and fraud are examples of illegal activitiesTheft of services, corporate espionage, child pornography, and fraud are examples of illegal activities 
that can be identified through forensic examination of laptop disk and storage devices. A short list 
include:

Documents or text files Image/graphics files
Database files Audio/video files
Spreadsheet files Internet bookmarks/favoritesSpreadsheet files Internet bookmarks/favorites



Personal Computing and Wireless Device 
(cont )(cont.)

Pagers
A pager is a handheld portable electronic device that provides a remote electronic paging functionsA pager is a handheld, portable electronic device that provides a remote , electronic paging functions.
These devices are being replaced by cell phones and PDAs.
Evidence retrieved might include voice and test messages, telephone numbers, e-mail, and address 
information. 
Pagers depend on batteries for power; therefore, they can not be stored for long time periods before the 
memory erases.
Numeric pages can be used to transmit numbers and codes. 
Alphanumeric pagers can receive numbers and letters and can carry full text. 
Voice pagers can transmit voice communication in addition to alphanumeric text.
Tow-way pagers might contain both incoming and outgoing messages. y p g g g g g g



Telephone and Communication Devicesp
Voice communication systems include private branch exchanges (PBXs), automatic distributors (ACDs), 
key systems, and hybrid systems. These system are computer-based and are controlled by an operating 
system and a collection of voice system applications. 
The computer telephony integration (CTI) application provides an interface between the PBX and aThe computer telephony integration (CTI) application provides an interface between the PBX and a 
computer system. The PBX can accommodate fast data transmission over T-1 circuits to the central unit.

The computer telephony integration 
(CTI) application provides an(CTI) application provides an 
interface between the PBX and a 
computer system. The PBX can 
accommodate fast data transmission 
over T-1 circuits to the central unit.

E-commerce transactions can be completed over the telephone system. Agents working in an ACD call 
center process many of these voice-oriented transactions The database records are accessed andcenter process many of these voice oriented transactions. The database records are accessed and 
modified from both sources; therefore, security issues relating to computer systems must also apply to 
voice systems. 
Thieves and hackers use telephone and computer network to commit fraud by stealing telephone services.
Information retrieved from these systems may include:

T l h b D hiTelephone numbers Demographics
Time and date of calls Schedules
Call initiator and receiver numbers Messages 



Telephone and Communication Devices 
(Cont )(Cont.)
Telephones and Cell Phones
A telephone can consist of a handset, cordless, or direct-connected communication device. Cell phones 
are rapidly becoming the personal transmission device of choice. 
Many of the communication devices can store names, phone number lists, and caller IDs. Potential 
evidence includes:

Appointment calendars Phone book
Caller ID Text messagesg
Electronic serial number Voice mail – Instant messages
E-mail Voice mail password
Memos Web browser
PIN numbers Calling card numbers
Password Debit card numbers

f GS C 3G G G SThe investigator must determine if the cell phone operates with GSM, TDMA, CDMA, 3G, 4G, or GPRS 
networks. 

Answer Machines
The ubiquitous answer machine might be overlooked as a source of forensic evidence AnswerThe ubiquitous answer machine might be overlooked as a source of forensic evidence. Answer 
machines are usually associated with some type of telephone and contain tape, disk, and memory 
storage. 
Answer machines posses may features in addition to storing telephone cal messages. These might 
include:

Caller ID Memos
Deleted messages Phone numbers and names
Last number dialed Tapes



Network devices
There are many devices in the telecommunication and broadband networks that contain potential 
electronic evidence. Network devices might include modems, data service units (DSUs), multiplexers, 
routes, firewalls, switches, wiring hubs, and the list goes on. These devices, however, are technical in 
nature and require an experienced technician to reveal their contentsnature and require an experienced technician to reveal their contents. 

Various network surveillance hardware and software are utilized to monitor and track network activities. 
Hardware devices such as monitors, protocol analyzers, and sniffers are employed in the surveillance 
systems. Any and all network traffic is susceptible to surveillance. Some items of evidence may include:

IP dd D t d ti tIP addresses Date and time stamps
Logons and passwords Messages
Data files

Intrusion detection (ID) is a type of security management system for computers and networks. An ID 
f f fsystem gathers and analyzes information form various areas within a computer or network ot identify 

possible security breaches, which include both intrusions (attacks from outside the organization) and 
misuse (attacks from within the organization). 

Data collection methods require significant storage and the need for occasional erasing of old data toData collection methods require significant storage and the need for occasional erasing of old data to 
make room for new. Many networking devices may posses a limits amount of data storage. The open 
source programs tcpdump and windump as well as a number of commercial programs can be used for 
data capture and analysis. 



Imaging Devicesg g
Imaging is the digital capture, storage, manipulation, and delivery of copies of analog originals, which 
may be texts, manuscripts, pictures, or other information types. 

Printers
Categories of printing devices include thermal, laser, inkjet, and impact. They can be connected to 
computing devices and the network via various cabling arrangements including serial, parallel, USB, 
firewire, and modem. Some printers contain a memory buffer, allowing them to receive and store 
multiple pages while they are printing. Some models incorporate a hard drive storage device. 
Printers often maintain usage logs with time and date information and may store network informationPrinters often maintain usage logs with time and date information and may store network information. 
Evidence may be obtained from the following items:

Documents Superimposed images on a roller
Hard drive Time and date stamp
Ink cartridges User usage log
Network IDNetwork ID

Scanners
A scanner is an optical device connected to a computing device that scans a document and converts it 
to a computer-readable  documents. 
Thi d i t d t h t h d hi t l t i fil th t b i dThis devices converts documents, photographs, and graphics to an electronic file that can be viewed , 
manipulated, and transmitted over a network such as the Internet
The device might posses a memory capacity that could reveal significant evidence. The mere presence 
of the device at a crime scene might be evidence. 
Crimes such as counterfeiting, identify theft, check fraud, and child pornography might be identified by g, y , , p g p y g y
evidence obtained from a scanner. 



Imaging Devices (Cont.)g g ( )
Fax Machines
Facsimile (fax) machines are used to scan documents and transmit to some remote fax machine via the 
network. They are often used to transmit documents that require a signature. 
Evidence is generally limited to send/receive log telephone numbers and the print cartridge BothEvidence is generally limited to send/receive log, telephone numbers, and the print cartridge. Both 
original and copies may be present in the fax machine hoppers. Specific information available could 
include:
Speed dial list
Stored faxes –incoming and outgoing
Fax transmission logs – incoming and outgoing
Header line
Clock settings

Evidence could be identified in images sound and video Additional information could include date andEvidence could be identified in images, sound, and video. Additional information could include date and 
time stamps and data on removable cartridges. Memory cards containing photographs to be uploaded to 
a computer device. Criminals like to take photographs of incidents and sometimes take photos and 
movies during the commission of a crime. 



Miscellaneous Electronic Devices
There are a number of miscellaneous electronic devices that might be of interest in a forensic 
investigation. Access control devices fit in this category and include smart cards, dongles, and biometric 
scanners. 

A smart card is a small handheld device that contains a microprocessor capable of storing various items ofA smart card is a small handheld device that contains a microprocessor capable of storing various items of 
information. It is capable of storing a monetary value, password, digital certificates, and other information. 
A dongle is a device that looks like a USB flash drive; however, it contains information such as software license 
codes. 
A biometric scanner sis a device that is usually implemented as an access device, which recognize physical 
characteristics of a person, such as a fingerprint.

These devices provide access control to computer systems, secure areas and software products. 
Potential evidence  might include identification and authentication information of the card and the card 
user. 

CamerasCameras
Digital cameras, video cameras, cell phones, PDAs, and film cameras can contain forensic photographic 
evidence. Digital cameras capture images and video in a digital format that is easily transferred to 
computer storage media for viewing and editing. 



The Next Stepsp
It should be obvious from the information presented in this chapter that latent evidence exists in many 
different types of electronic and computing devices.

It should also be obvious that special techniques hardware software and support are required forIt should also be obvious that special techniques, hardware, software, and support  are required for 
extracting and preserving this evidence

Technical and legal training is also important element for forensic examiners, first responders, and 
investigators. 


